COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

How Do You Define
Collaborative Learning?
In a large, diverse educational community like ours, it isn’t
surprising that Collaborative Learning means different things
to different people. For some, the focus of collaborative
learning involves changing the classroom landscape by
grouping students in pods to encourage greater peer
interaction. For others, collaborative learning is modeled by
educators who combine traditional furniture configurations
with progressive teaching techniques to actively engage
their students. And at many schools it’s both.
In addition to photos of several classroom layouts, this
brochure includes key product features to consider (like
mobility, adjustability and work surface configuration) in
order to facilitate your vision of collaborative learning.

Coordinated Planning
At Owen J. Roberts Middle School in Pottstown, Pennsylvania, different
furniture combinations are being used in different classrooms to support
optimal learning environments for teachers and students. Dr. Robert
Salladino, the school’s principal, worked with Virco’s PlanSCAPE® team to
successfully furnish the campus.

Owen J. Roberts Middle School, Pottstown, PA

“PlanSCAPE was personally recommended to me by a colleague,” said Dr.
Salladino. “Working with Virco’s team proved to be a real time-saver for
me. In the early stages of our project, I had a general idea of the types of
furniture that we’d need, but I hadn’t looked into any particular products.
After I explained this to our Virco representatives, they came to subsequent
meetings with computerized room-by-room layouts, which clearly showed
how specific furniture items would fit in each area of our school.”

Top Right: TEXT ® model TD2128YADJBRM desks with ZUMA® model ZU418 chairs.
Bottom Left: Future Access® model 87PF3060 tables with ZUMA model ZU418 chairs.
Bottom Center: TEXT model TT3060830 tables with Virtuoso® model 2945P chairs.
Bottom Right: Model S306030EPCHRM tables with model 3018 hard plastic chairs.
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PlanSCAPE can help you furnish your collaborative learning environments;
see page 11 foldout for more information. To read Dr. Salladino’s complete
testimonial, go to www.virco.com and click on the PlanSCAPE link.
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Practical Solutions for
Classroom Flexibility
Virco gives you the product choices and space planning
tools to support your preferred collaborative learning
environments. With 60 years of service to our educational
community nationwide, we’ve learned that furniture and
equipment preferences can vary, not only on a regional basis,
but within a given district at various grade levels, and even
within a given school. Like you, we recognize that furniture
– and everything else in a classroom – should help students
work together to more fully realize their potential.
That’s why we’ve listened to educators and worked with
award-winning designers to develop a growing range of
furniture lines that coordinate with different visions of
collaborative classrooms. We’ve just added new triangular
desks to our best-selling ZUMA® collection in response to
requests for student furniture that can be easily clustered in
small groups. Additionally, since its launch in 2004, ZUMA
has included a pair of popular desks that can be arranged in
hexagon- and octagon-shaped pods.
For collaborative settings where rectangular top shapes are
preferred, Virco offers an impressive variety of tables and
desks. Traditional rectangles remain a highly versatile choice,
especially when mounted on legs with casters, because they
can shape into rows, columns, or pods.

4-student collaborative learning pod. See pages
10-11 for more desk choices and room layout ideas.

Antonio Maria Lugo Academy, Huntington Park, CA
Model 72BRLBM desks with ZUMA® model ZU416 chairs.
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Responding to
Emerging Trends
Mobility
For any environment organized around a combination of
collaboration, independent study, and periodic testing,
tables and chairs with casters are an excellent choice.
Casters make it far easier to reconfigure rooms, enabling
many instructors to arrange the furniture themselves – or
to have facilities staff quickly do the arranging – rather than
tasking this to students. Having furniture pre-arranged for
the day’s lesson plan saves time in the classroom and avoids
the disruption that usually attends in-class re-arrangement.
Ergonomics
Virco’s assortment of adjustable-height, ergonomically
contoured swiveling task chairs – which let students
comfortably track the instructor or fellow students in
different areas of a classroom – offers excellent seating
alternatives for collaborative environments. Where 4-leg
chairs are specified, Virco carries a wide selection of
supportive fixed-height models for K-12 settings.

New stand-up height collaborative desks, developed by Virco in response to a
school district’s request, exemplify our ongoing commitment to provide innovative,
educator-inspired furniture.

NWAESC, Farmington, AR
TEXT model TE24548YADJ tables with optional casters and Sage™ model SGTASK18 chairs.
®
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Curriculum-Appropriate
Furniture Selections
Furniture configurations that are great for early elementary
settings aren’t a good fit in 6th or 7th grade, much less in
high school. The cleanest room arrangements consist of
curriculum-appropriate student and teacher stations built
with the same leg styles and laminates where colors and
frame finishes are tastefully matched. Virco’s selection of
collaborative tables, desks and chairs with common design
elements – and our array of color choices across product
lines – let you design a classroom with clean, integrated lines
and colors. Virco furniture is thoughtfully engineered for use
by students on a daily basis and rigorously tested for safety.
See pages 10-11 for examples of Virco’s classroom solutions.

Collaborative tables, available in a variety of rectangular, round and specialty top
shapes, are popular choices for younger students in early grade levels.

Movable single-student
desks work well for classes
where group activities
take place regularly, but
where more individual
space is required when
it’s time for independent
study or testing.

Multi-student rectangular
tables provide costeffective, space-saving
furniture solutions at all
grade levels, from early
learning environments to
high school computer labs.

Journey of Faith, Manhattan Beach, CA
Model 482448LO tables with ZUMA® model ZU413 chairs
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For unlimited configuration possibilities – including the clustered
groupings and space-efficient, front-to-back rows shown here –
rectangular desks are unsurpassed. This model provides our most
compact footprint and supports a laptop with other curriculum
materials. Larger rectangular Virco desks are available.
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If you’re considering single-student desks that can be
aligned in rows or grouped in pods, it’s important to know
how much space different desks require when configured
in different ways. For your reference, these facing pages
include sample layouts and dimensional information
showing how four of our ZUMA® Series collaborative desk
models will work in a 32’ x 34’ classroom. We’d be happy
to provide you with complimentary customized layouts for
your campus through our PlanSCAPE ® service described on
the foldout of page 11.
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Arrangements for
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Learning Using
Single-Student Desks
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Virco’s boomerang-shaped top lets you configure 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-desk
pods as shown; other configurations are also easily implemented. Frontto-back rows require more floor space than rows of other ZUMA desks.
Great for an array of groupings, this top’s shape also enables it to hold a
laptop and other curriculum materials together.

BOOKCASE

20”’ x 26” desk shown
with letter size paper
and 13” wide laptop.
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On the following page, first-column layouts show the required floor space for different
ZUMA desk models aligned in rows with the same front-to-back and side-to-side
spacing between desks. Layouts in other columns show collaborative configuration
possibilities for different ZUMA models.
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Because six of these desks can be grouped in a 6-foot hexagon, you can
comfortably fit five collaborative “hex” pods in a 32’ x 34’ environment.
You can also go with 3-pod groupings or arrange 4-desk clusters around
a central hex pod. The hex top will hold a laptop and other materials
together; desks can be set-up in front-to-back rows as needed.
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In addition to their 7-foot octagon configuration for eight students,
these units can be organized in pods of 3 to 7 desks. The “oct” desk’s
smaller top gives it a tighter footprint than the hex desk; moreover, this
model can handle a laptop and other materials together. Front-to-back
rows aren’t a problem.

BOOKCASE
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Octagonal Tops:

BOOKCASE

NOTE: Sample furniture layouts as shown on the following pages are for reference only.
The customer is solely responsible for ensuring that the furniture and layout comply
with applicable laws and safety regulations, including the Americans with Disabilities
Act and building and fire codes.
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Take Advantage of Virco’s PlanSCAPE Layout Service
Along with the examples and suggestions you’ll find in these
pages, Virco’s PlanSCAPE® service can help you target the best
furniture and equipment to complement your collaborative settings.
Our PlanSCAPE team of furniture experts and space-planning
professionals will be happy to provide room-by-room layouts with
coordinated product, color and styling solutions that correspond
with your vision, your facilities and your budget.
For appropriately scaled projects, we’ll even install a trial
classroom of furniture and equipment so you
can confirm the fit and functionality
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Which Choice is Best
for My Class?
For traditionally configured environments, Virco’s wide-ranging
product lines give you an impressive variety of desk and table
choices. Some, like our new TEXT® Series, can be equipped
with technology support accessories for collaborative settings
where computers are employed. Others, like 4000 Series
activity tables, come in an array of top shapes and edge
banding colors that are particularly appropriate for younger
students in primary grades.
Whether you’re considering rows of tables or clusters of desks –
or perhaps a mixture of both for different environments – Virco
enhances your choices with the industry’s best selection of leg
styles and top configurations as shown on these pages. And
because budgetary considerations are always important, we
offer an array of product assortment solutions at multiple
price points.
Eyes Forward
Whatever your collaborative subject, it makes sense to
insure that your desk/chair combinations and resulting room
configurations provide appropriate support and sufficient
personal work space for each student. This is especially
important with curricula that emphasize “front of the
classroom” materials like a SMART Board ™. If individual students
are forced to twist to see the SMART Board and then turn
back to their desk, they may not be able to devote their full
attention to the lesson plan. Where “eyes forward” is the norm
– but where students are also asked to track different areas of
the classroom – Virco’s selection of adjustable swivel chairs can
effectively complement your tables or desks of choice.
At Virco, our goal is to supply you with products that support
effective learning. We look forward to collaborating with you
whenever the opportunity arises.

Award-winning ZUMA® desks
come in a variety of rectangular,
triangular, “hex” and “oct”
top shapes; fixed- and
adjustable-height ZUMA
chairs are available in
multiple sizes. See pages
10-11 for layout ideas.
Rectangular Tops

ZUMA® Series

Triangular Tops

I.Q.® Series

Hexagonal Tops

ZUMA® Series

TEXT® Series

ZUMA Series

Octagonal Tops

7900 Series

ZUMA Series

7900 Series

Adjustable-Height Legs

Locking Casters

Desk Accessories
A variety of accessories are available for most Virco desks and many tables.
SIGMA® Series

7900 Series

8700 Series

751 Series

785 Series

72 Series

Book Box

Wire Book Box with or
without Pencil Tray

Plastic Tote Tray

Backpack Hanger

Activity Tables
With specialty top shapes
– like the one shown here
featuring a central instructor’s seating area – Virco’s
4000 Series activity tables
are popular choices in a
range of K-12 collaborative
settings, especially in early
learning environments.

Rectangles

Rounds

Trapezoids

Flower

Horseshoe

Clover

Classroom Tables
For collaborative classrooms
with shared equipment, such
as computer and technology
labs, Virco’s new TEXT® tables
offer 2-, 4- and 6-student
configurations. Other Virco
tables with generous work
surfaces provide specialized
furniture solutions for art
and creative design rooms,
shop classes, science labs and
additional environments.
Virco’s new Parameter™ desks – some of which include casters for mobility – provide excellent
instructor furniture support. See pages 14-15 for a selection of Virco’s workstation and
seating models for educators.
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ZUMA Series

TEXT® Series

LUNADA® Series

PLATEAU® Series

FUTURE ACCESS® Series

Science Series

6800 Series

Flip-Top Series

7900 Series

8700 Series
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Hard Plastic Seating

Here’s an overview of
Virco’s seating, workstation
and storage solutions for
your school or district.

Soft Plastic Seating

Classroom
Solutions

STUDENT SEATING
Series Name & Total Models
4-Leg Seat Heights

SAGE™ - 14

ZUMA ® - 18

METAPHOR ® - 10

I.Q.® - 11

9000 - 18

2000 - 17

VIRTUOSO® - 6

TELOS® - 8

3000 - 12

ZUMAfrd™ - 3

3300 - 4

13”, 15”, 18”, 19”

10”, 13”, 15”, 18”

12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

13”, 15”, 17”

10”, 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

18”

12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

18”

12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

Cantilever or Sled-Based Seat Heights

13”, 15”, 18”

13”, 15”, 18”

none

13”, 15”, 17”

12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

12”, 14”, 16”, 18”

18”

none

none

18”

none

Mobile, Task & Lab Seating

1 task, 1 lab

2 task, 1 lab

2 task, 1 lab

2 task, 1 lab

1 task, 1 lab, 2 mobile

1 task, 3 mobile

1 task, 1 lab

2 task, 1 lab

1 task, 1 lab

none

none

2

none

Chair Desk Combos & Tablet Arms
Unique Features/Options

5

5

3

Articulating tablet arm

Articulating tablet arm

Articulating tablet arm

Upholstery option

13”, 15”, 18” rockers

4

3

2

1

4

1

Upholstery option

2 extra-large seat
model options

Articulating seat & back

Made from Fortified
Recycled Wood ™

18” fixed-height stool

Made from Fortified
Recycled Wood

Upholstery option

Arm option

Upholstery option

21” fixed-height stool

INSTRUCTOR SEATING

4435A

4635A

4301

4300

2638AP

2638A

2635AP

2635

SGTASK18

ZTASK18

266017GC

N3TASK18

N9TASK18

3860GC

2260PGC

9260PGC

INSTRUCTOR DESKS

Parameter™ Series

TEXT® Series

Plateau® Series

Technology Instructor Desk

Interior Concepts™ Desk

533060

533048RP

543

546

STORAGE
Virco has furniture for every oncampus environment! You can
view the complete Virco product
assortment in our 312-page
Equipment for Educators™ catalog
online at www.virco.com; or call
us at 800-448-4726
and we’ll be glad to
mail you a catalog!

Steel Frame Mobile Cabinets
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Steel Frame Bookcases

Plateau® Bookcases & Mobile Storage

Metal Bookcases with and without Casters

Metal Filing Cabinets
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Challenger School of Sports and Fitness, Victorville, CA

YMCA Tiger Academy, Jacksonville, FL

Lewis & Clark Elementary School, Ruther Glen, VA

Charles H. Kim Elementary School, Los Angeles, CA

Buckeye Hills Career Center School, Rio Grande, OH

Journey of Faith, Manhattan Beach, CA

Virco proudly supports the following associations:

Pinnacle Awards Program

Virco Inc.

•

Assistant Principal of the
Year Program

2027 Harpers Way, Torrance, CA 90501

•

National Principals Resource
Center’s Speakers Bureau

Highway 65 South, Conway, AR 72032

•

Visit www.greenguard.org to see
a complete list of Virco products.

1-800-44-VIRCO
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